a 3-inch refractor
Here is a fine portable and easily
stored telescope that can be built
for half of its commercial

cost.

Completed reiractor la displayed here by Optical Expert Jack Wegener, who conitructed it ior photographer.
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HILE there are certain predominant
qualities of both of the basic telescope
types—reflector and refractor—that give
one an advantage over the other in each
of several special kinds of work, it remains
an obvious fact that for the person who has
limited storage space, who travels frequently or who cannot give as much time
as he would like to astronomical observations, the refractor is the telescope.
It is much more portable and requires
less care. Enclosed in a sealed metal tube,
the refractor practically eliminates for its
owner those irksome problems inspired by
dust and moisture. This does not mean,
of course, that its owner can be careless
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about the outer surfaces of lenses. A disadvantage of the refractor is that—sizefor-size, comparatively—it is much more
expensive than a reflector.
The refractor described on these pages
normally sells for $125 and higher—depending on the quality of the objective
lenses. Its useful objective diameter of
almost three inches brings within its range
the polar "ice" caps of Mars, the bands and
spots of Jupiter as well as that planet's
moons, the rings of Saturn and at least
five of her nine moons, Uranus and N e p tune and a big variety of nebulae—as well
as that old standby: the craters and mountains of the Moon. •
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Here, stop Is being set In place. Stops are used
at both ends of first tube, one or both end* of a
second (study diagram across bottom of this page).

Lens-stops are cemented onto ends of cardboard
tube, but first tube Is deadened inside with black
felt paper, which also Is cemented and smoothed.

First lens-stop tube is slid into metal tube of telescope: cardboard tubes must be Just the right diameter to fit snugly, can be bought for few cents.

Measure distance to approximate center of inner
stop-tube with long rule: hold scope-tube toward
light, then peer inside and mark point on outside.

Diagram here shows position of stops and way cone of light Is focused by lenses. Stops are required so that
light is not dissipated away from cone and doesn't scatter before entering eyepiece, thus dimming the
image. Most important stop is No. 2 at scope-tube middle: hole-diameter must be 2 in. Stop in front of it
(No. 1) is 2V« in. diameter and stop No. 3 is 1% in. diameter. Cut these stop-holes carefully with a razor.

-FOCAL LENGTHSTOPS NO. I 8 NO. 3 EQUALLY
SPACEO FROM MAIN STOP

-USABLE DIAMETER
STOP
OF OBJECTIVE
NO. I
LENSES PLACED CONCAVE
TO CONCAVE SURFACES
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